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Table 1 shows the rankings in alphabetical order and Figure 2 displays the rankings on a U. Healthiest States
Massachusetts ranks No. Massachusetts has steadily progressed from No. The other top-five states in are
Hawaii No. Utah replaces Minnesota No. The state is challenged by a high preventable hospitalization rate,
high drug death rate and large disparities in health status by educational attainment. Massachusetts has
reduced smoking prevalence 25 percent in the past five years, from In the past two years, the percentage of
children in poverty in the state decreased 38 percent from A score of 0. West Virginia replaced Oklahoma No.
Mississippi and Louisiana have major health challenges, including a high prevalence of smoking, obesity and
children in poverty. These challenges contribute heavily to poor rankings and make it difficult for those two
states to rise above No. Figure 1 shows the large difference between the bottom two states and No. North
Dakota fell seven places. Montana rose six places from No. North Dakota lost the most ground, moving from
No. Largest Changes in Ranking Since It is noteworthy that since the inception of the rankings in , New York
has rose 30 places No. Vermont improved 17 places No. North Dakota fell 17 places since No. The five
shades of blue identify how the model categories of health vary within a state. The lightest shade indicates a
ranking in the top 10 states, and the darkest shade indicates a ranking in the bottom 10 states. For example,
West Virginia ranks No. In contrast, Utah ranks high overall at No. Your feedback will allow us to optimize
our website and provide you with additional resources in the future. Please select one option which best
describes your profession or field of expertise Journalist or media professional Public health professional
federal level Public health professional state, local, or community level Health care provider or administrator
Member of an advocacy group or trade organization Academic, student, or researcher Government
administrator, legislator, or staffer Concerned citizen.
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The states were ranked on health care using three broad benchmarks: Access to care, quality of care and the overall
health of the population. This includes concerning measures such as the.

Healthcare Healthcare has been a significant topic in the recent U. There is controversy among which form of
health care should be implemented. Is the answer to that is a complicated one. Although all states in America
are to be treated equal, they are not. Each state in the U. There are multiple ways to determine if a state has
good healthcare. The three main points that define its quality is affordability, availability, and result. Most
people view all healthcare as basically the same thing, and the only thing that is different is the price. This is
the wrong way to view healthcare. However, the price of the healthcare is essential because it is the first thing
that must be considered. Seeing if a healthcare system is affordable is very important to ensure its success.
However, it is immensely valuable. Healthcare is available when it is opening up its benefits to many other
people; showing that is it a system that cares about its citizens. This proves to be a significant issue. People
may be excited that the healthcare they found is cheap, and they qualify. These three characteristics are the
most vital pieces to consider when viewing healthcare. The results of this ranking of the states have been
produced due to the sources listed at the bottom of the article. Most sources are from government sites that
display public information on healthcare in individual states. Affordability 5th, Availability 11th, Result 8th.
Minnesota is tied for the second-best healthcare in the country along with Iowa. Although Minnesota is
thriving with pneumonia and frostbite, the state makes it a priority that their citizens can access an effective
healthcare at an affordable price. Affordability 2nd, Availability 29th, Result 13th. Ranking 2nd in both cost
and overall healthcare quality, Iowa is a magnificent model of a proper healthcare system. Affordability 3rd,
Availability 42nd, Result 1st. Hawaii is arguably the state with the best healthcare. While ranking 3rd in cost
and 1st in the outcome, Hawaii appears to be the perfect place for healthcare. The issue is that the majority of
health services are on Oahu. Meaning that due to the geography of the state, many citizens are unable to
receive medical aid. Affordability 16th, Availability 4th, Result 7th. The price of the healthcare is what stops
New Hampshire from being the best. Affordability 1st, Availability 6th, Result 37th. It is the most affordable
healthcare and is available to most citizens. The downfall of D. Affordability 30th, Availability 2nd, Results
5th. Next to Maine, Connecticut is also the state that makes its healthcare most available to citizens.
Affordability 7th, Availability 5th, Results 24th. Besides being known for Mount Rushmore, South Dakota is
known for possessing a great healthcare system. However, it proves not to be very useful. Affordability 20th,
Availability 18th, Results 3rd. Vermont is one of those states that provides excellent healthcare to few people.
The system focuses on making the healthcare very efficient. However, that does come at a cost, seeing as that
healthcare costs more than about 20 other states. Affordability 41st, Availability 3rd, Results 2nd.
Massachusetts is the place to go for the wealthy. They provide some of the best healthcare in the country.
However, the cost is quite high. Affordability 15th, Availability 13th, Results 10th. Rhode Island is one of the
view states that have an excellent all-around system of healthcare. All components Affordability, availability,
and results place very well in the listings. Affordability 4th, Availability 22nd, Results 23rd. Opposite of
Massachusetts, Maryland is the perfect place to go for the not-so-wealthy. Even while the healthcare is cheap,
it still provides adequate outcomes and is available to most residents. Affordability 6th, Availability 15th,
Results 21st. Like Maryland, Kansas is excellent at providing affordable healthcare that is decent in delivering
results and being available to most citizens. Affordability 23rd, Availability 20th, Results 4th. Colorado is
known for having an incredibly diverse geography. Affordability 17th, Availability 1st, Results 26th. While
their healthcare does not produce great results, Maine is known for having healthcare that is the most
accessible in the country. Affordability 13th, Availability 33rd, Results 6th. However, the healthcare produces
excellent results. Affordability 12th, Availability 21st, Results 18th. North Dakota is an evenly balanced in
their healthcare system. They focus on providing adequate pricing, availability, and results. Affordability 21st,
Availability 10th, Results 19th. Affordability 14th, Availability 8th, Results 31st. Although being known for
its gorgeous mountains and lively history, Pennsylvania also has a good healthcare system. The government
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focusses on providing healthcare to as many citizens as possible. Affordability 10th, Availability 24th, Results
29th. However, the healthcare does not produce great results. Affordability 18th, Availability 30th, Results
20th. Healthcare in Virginia is one that is affordable, yet not that available. The system is one that is not very
effective. Affordability 25th, Availability 16th, Results 22nd. With availability ranked as 16th, affordability
and results are lacking in comparison. Affordability 9th, Availability 14th, Results 38th. Being the 7th most
populated state, Ohio is a place that should have great healthcare. However, the system focusses on making
healthcare affordable and available, but the results are poor. Affordability 8th, Availability 25th, Results 40th.
The healthcare is affordable but produces great results. Affordability 29th, Availability 39th, Results 12th.
New Jersey focusses on making their healthcare produces great results. However, that does come at a cost.
Affordability 22nd, Availability 48th, Results 9th. Affordability 31st, Availability 41st, Results 11th. Located
in the Pacific Northwest, Washington produces healthcare that is available to very few people, yet is very
useful. Affordability 19th, Availability 12th, Results 39th. However, the healthcare produces terrible results.
Affordability 46th, Availability 9th, Results 25th. Affordability 34th, Availability 28th, Results 27th.
Affordability 26th, Availability 27th, Results 34th. The system is focused on making healthcare affordable.
Affordability 39th, Availability 36th, Results 17th. However, the healthcare does produce good results.
Affordability 33rd, Availability 46th, Results 16th. However, the healthcare produces great results.
Affordability 36th, Availability 47th, Results 14th. However, the system provides excellent results.
Affordability 37th, Availability 45th, Results 15th. Affordability 35th, Availability 32nd, Results 32nd.
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Download Minnesota Fact Sheet 1. Breaking it down further, Minnesota ranked: Featured Cities The
following cities in Minnesota scored highly in our analysis of health factors. Duluth - Combining a relatively
higher percentage of residents over 65 with a high ratio of hospital beds to patients and low cost of living,
Duluth is an attractive destination for seniors. Minneapolis - Minneapolis ranked highest in community
factors, including Park Score, and had the highest number of senior living community options in the state.
Paul, the capital of Minnesota and adjoining city to Minneapolis, scored well in overall health metrics
including air quality measures and park score. Download Iowa Fact Sheet 2. Iowa Iowa ranked as the second
healthiest state for seniors thanks to some impressive consistency that saw the state rank among the top 13 for
all five categories including a fourth-place finish in community well-being. Featured Cities The following
cities in Iowa scored highly in our analysis of health factors. Des Moines - Des Moines, the capital of Iowa,
has relatively low air particle emissions and has the largest number of options for senior community living and
home healthcare nursing. Waterloo - With the highest Medicare reimbursement rate and prescription drug
coverage, residents from Waterloo enjoy good health and a high ratio of hospital beds to patients. Cedar
Rapids - Cedar Rapids scored highest in overall hospital patient satisfaction among all cities on our list and
had relatively low readmission rates. Download North Dakota Fact Sheet 3. North Dakota North Dakota
claimed a pair of first-place rankings in both environment and community well-being while also finishing
second in cost of living. Those strengths propelled the state to number three overall while also ranking:
Featured Cities The following cities in North Dakota scored highly in our analysis of health factors. Bismarck
- Bismarck, the capital of North Dakota, had the highest average metrics among hospital factors ratio of beds
to patients, satisfaction rate, and readmission rate. Grand Forks - With the highest Medicare reimbursement
rate and lowest mortality rate, Grand Forks scored second on our list. Minot - Paired with a relatively low cost
of living and abundance of senior care options, Minot is a good option for long term care and independent
senior living. Download Florida Fact Sheet 4. Florida was solidified as the fourth healthiest state for seniors
by ranking: Featured Cities The following cities in Florida scored highly in our analysis of health factors. Pete
ranked second in overall ratio of hospital beds to patients and scored well in affordability of cost of living.
Tampa - With clean air and a relatively low cost of living, Tampa seniors have an abundance of activities
including fine arts performances that contribute to a high quality of life. Sarasota - Sarasota, home to some of
the top ranked beaches, has one of the highest percentages of residents over the age of 65 and one of the
lowest readmission and mortality rates of all cities analyzed. Download Nebraska Fact Sheet 5. Nebraska
Nebraska came in as the fifth-healthiest state for seniors in part by ranking in the top 14 for environment,
community well-being and cost of living. Nebraska was also boosted by ranking: Featured Cities The
following cities in Nebraska scored highly in our analysis of health factors. Omaha - The Omaha area has the
highest concentration of assisted living facilities and offers an abundance of public parks. Lincoln - Lincoln,
the capital of Nebraska, holds a high patient satisfaction rate and low cost of living that help make it it an
attractive area to live in older age. Methodology Our research team compiled data from multiple sources
including publicly available national data as well as third-party data from the United Health Foundation and
others. Our meta analysis included 20 discrete metrics across five key areas: Each state was scored on an
aggregated and weighted average based on a commissioned survey of senior respondents who rated how
important each factor was to their health and wellbeing. Areas such as healthcare coverage and affordability
were weighted higher than environmental and community factors. The analysis was based on the most recent
data available for each dimension. A full listing of data sources is provided below. This Website serves as an
invitation for you, the customer, to inquire about further information regarding Medicare Supplement
insurance, and your call will be routed to a licensed agent who can provide you with further information about
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the insurance plans offered by one or more of our third party partners. Submission of your contact information
constitutes permission for an agent to contact you with further information, including complete details on cost
and coverage of this insurance. We and the licensed agents that may call you are not connected with or
endorsed by the U. Government or the federal Medicare program. Medicare has neither reviewed nor endorsed
the information contained on this website. This is not a complete listing of plans available in your service area.
4: How Bad Is U.S. Health Care? Among High-Income Nations, Itâ€™s the Worst, Study says
Methodology. In order to determine the best and worst states for health care, WalletHub compared the 50 states and the
District of Columbia across three key dimensions: 1) Cost, 2) Access and 3) Outcomes.

5: World Health Organizationâ€™s Ranking of the Worldâ€™s Health Systems | www.enganchecubano.co
Health Care State Rankings and Data CD. HEALTH CARE STATE PERSPECTIVES. ISBN. Alabama Health Care in
Perspective

6: Best & Worst States for Healthcare in | Ranking, Report Healthcare
For nearly 3 decades, America's Health Rankings has provided an analysis of national health on a state-by-state basis
by evaluating a historical and comprehensive set of health, environmental and socioeconomic data to determine national
health benchmarks and state rankings.

7: Best and worst states for health care - CBS News
The World Health Report , Health Systems: Improving Performance, ranked the U.S. health care system 37th in the
world 1 â€” a result that has been discussed frequently during the current.

8: State Rankings - Nursing Home Report Cards
Public health is worth one-third of the weight in ranking the Best States for health care. This subcategory evaluated six
metrics: mortality rate, suicide rate, smoking rate, mental health, infant.

9: Health of Nebraska statistics - www.enganchecubano.com
How States Rank on Health Care. A full list of state rankings follows later in this article. Wide Range. The top-rated
states scored two to three times higher than the lowest-ranked states.
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